Splitting Pennies is great for:

Change your
thinking about
money
Splitting Pennies is a book that
makes sense of cents. Splitting
Pennies Forex Book is a complete educational course for financial professionals, teachers,
businessmen, university students,
lawyers, bankers, intellectuals,
practically anyone. The digital
version is only $6.11—that’s the
equivalent of $1 in 1970.
Order Splitting Pennies at:
SPLITTINGPENNIES.COM



Financial Professionals



Business owners



Students



Intellectuals



Politicians



Investors



Craftsmen



Lawyers

Splitting
Pennies
Something seems wrong with our
world. You know it intuitively, you
just can’t explain it. Why is our money worth less and less each year?
Where does it all ‘go’? The government? What do ‘they’ do with it? If
the US Dollar is always going down
in value, why don’t rich become
poor? Just read it.

“Reading Splitting Pennies is like
taking a course in international
politics and high finance all in
one”
Splitting Pennies is more than a
book—it’s a new paradigm. Get
Penny Splitter Forex Robot free
with any purchase.
SPLITTINGPENNIES.COM

They don’t teach this in school!

Dollars are worth-less
Every minute, the value of the dollars in your pocket
is less and less. It isn’t just ‘a fact of life’ - it’s by design. The modern FOREX system in use ensures
that our money is worth less and less. But it’s possible to protect yourself, and even profit! Learn how.

The Nixon System
Did you know that the current financial system used
by the whole world was created by Richard Nixon by
‘accident’ - no plan, no idea about economics.

How it began
After World War 2, the world agreed that America
would be the world’s banker. USA had so much
gold, the thinking went, that US Dollars were ‘as
good as gold’ and could be converted to gold at any
time. But we abused this right during the 60’s and
70’s and Charles de Gaulle called the bluff; he demanded Nixon pay billions in gold. Instead of complying with the request, Nixon ‘defaulted’ on America’s obligations and created a free floating FOREX
system that is still in use today. Although we’ve seen
revolutions in technology, transportation, medicine,
and many aspects of life; our financial system is based
on a model created 100 years ago. Understanding
how this system works can help you grow your portfolio, help your career, open your mind, and make
you healthy! The key to solving our economic problems, whether they be personal or as a country, lies in
knowledge and education. Viva la revolution!

It’s relevant for anyone who participates in the
economy—whether you’re just starting out in life,
in between, or just finishing. Who can benefit from
understanding FOREX:


Businesses, investors, inventors



Consumers, students, and intellectuals



Retirees, foreigners, immigrants



Travelers, international businesses



Workers, managers, money managers

DISCLOSURE
Splitting Pennies the Book
Elite E Services, Inc. has taken knowledge from 15
years in Forex developing automated trading robots
and managing money and condensed it into an easy
to read 150 pages, online or in print.
“After reading this book, you’ll know more
than a Harvard MBA about FOREX.”
Splitting Pennies covers it all from FOREX history to
practical trading examples. All owners receive an
automated trading robotic strategy “Penny Splitter”
for unlimited use as a training tool or to trade real
money.

FOREX is the biggest business in the world you
know nothing about. Learn how to profit from it,
or protect yourself from its risks. Learn the history,
and learn the tools ‘they’ use.

They don’t teach it in school
Find out why FOREX isn’t taught in school, and
how the rich are becoming even more rich from
this system. Everyone participates in FOREX
whether you choose to or not—it’s just a question
if you are on the winning end or losing end.

Contact Us
Elite E Services

Get the book at:

(302) 724-4799
info@fxrequest.com

SPLITTINGPENNIES.COM

Visit us on the web:
www.startelite.com

